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The Kushan Empire began in the early 1st century as a branch of the Yuezhi, a confederation of ethnically Indo-European nomads who lived in eastern Central Asia. Some scholars link the Kushans to the Tocharians of the Tarim Basin in China, Caucasians whose blond or red mummies have long intrigued observers. Throughout his reign, the Kushan
Empire extended control from much of South Asia to modern Afghanistan and throughout the Indian subcontinent, with him, Zoroastrian, Buhdism and Hellenistic beliefs also spread to China in the east and Persia to the west. In the 1920s and 30s AD, the Kushans were led westward by the Xiongnu, a fierce people who were probably the ancestor of the
Huns. The Kushan fled to the border areas of what is now Afghanistan, Pakistan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, where they established an independent empire in the region known as Bactria. In Bactria, they conquered the Scythians and the local Indo-Greek kingdoms, the last remnants of alexander the Great's invasion force that had failed to take India. From
this central location, the Kushan Empire became a rich trading hub between the peoples of Han China, Sassanid Persia and the Roman Empire. Roman gold and Chinese silk changed hands in the Kushan Empire, making a handsome profit for Kushan's intermediaries. Given all their contacts with the great empires of the time, it is hardly surprising that the
Kushan people developed a culture with significant elements borrowed from many sources. Mainly Zoroastrian, the Kushans have also incorporated Buddhist and Hellenistic beliefs into their own syncretic religious practices. Kushan's pieces depict deities such as Helios and Heracles, Buddha and Shakyamuni Buddha, and Ahura Mazda, Mithra and the
Zoroastrian god Atar. They also used the Greek alphabet which they modified to suit spoken kushan. By the rule of the fifth emperor, Kanishka the Great from 127 to 140, the Kushan Empire had grown throughout northern India and extended east to the Tarim Basin, the original homeland of the Kushans. Kanishka ruled Peshawar (now Pakistan), but his
empire also included the main cities of the Kashgar Silk Road, Yarkand and Khotan in what is now Xinjiang or East Turkestan. Kanishka was a devout Buddhist and was compared to Emperor Mauryan Ashoka the Great in this regard. However, the evidence suggests that he also worshipped the Persian deity Mithra, who was both a judge and a god of
abundance. During his reign, Kanishka built a stupa that Chinese travelers reported as about 600 feet tall and covered in jewelry. Historians believed that these were manufactured until the base of this amazing structure was discovered in Peshawar in 1908. The emperor built this fabulous stupa to house three of the Buddha's bones. References to stupa
have since been discovered among Buddhist manuscripts in Dunhuang, China, as well. In fact, some researchers believe that kanishka kanishka in the Tarim were China's first experiences with Buddhism. After 225 CE, the Kushan Empire collapsed into a western half, which was almost immediately conquered by the Sassanid Empire of Persia, and an
eastern half with its capital in Punjab. The eastern Kushan empire fell to King Gupta, Samudragupta, at an unknown date, probably between 335 and 350 CE. Yet the influence of the Kushan Empire helped spread Buddhism throughout much of South and East Asia. Unfortunately, many practices, beliefs, art, and the texts of the Kushans were destroyed
when the empire collapsed and if not for the historical texts of the Chinese empires, this story may have been lost forever. Going to the content Going to the foot of the page Combining an uplifting array of purring heads and burning shock images, this artless polemic aims to set the record straight on the civil war in Sierra Leone (just in time for the release of
Blood Diamond). He succeeds as a condemnation of the media - the surreptitiously captured horror scenes stimulated the action if they had been announced earlier? - but he flogs his thesis (that the vilified rebels were really the good guys) with depressing rigidity. Documentaries can convey the slide of truth, but director Philippe Diaz is too absolutist to meet
this challenge. (Opens Fri; Movie village.) —Mark Holcomb Posted: Thursday December 7, 2006 Friendly Warning! We work hard to be precise. But these are unusual times, so please check that the sites remain open. Charlie Chaplin, Stan Laurel and Marie Lloyd all walked The boards of Hackney during his time as a music hall. It has since been used as a
television studio and, rather picturesque, as a bingo hall, before opening as a theater proper in 1986. Today, it is a much-loved institution in the East End whose pantos have become the stuff of legend. High art is featured (the English Touring Opera presented Mozart's Magic Flute in 2009) as well as high-priced theatre, often with an emphasis on class and
multiculturalism. But the focus tends to be on fun: comedy, children's theatre and music which are all featured in its program. Tours of the Grade II-listed auditorium take place during the London Open House weekend in September. Posted: Tuesday September 25, 2012 The borders of France and the states ruled by France increased during the wars of the
French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars. On May 12, 1804, these conquests received a new name: the Empire, ruled by a hereditary Emperor Bonaparte. The first - and in the end only - emperor was Napoleon, and sometimes he ruled vast swathes of the European continent: in 1810 it was easier to list the which he did not rule: Portugal, Sicily, Sardinia,
Montenegro, and the British, Russian and Ottoman Empires. However, although it is easy to think of the Napoleonic Empire as a monolith, there were considerable variations within the states. The empire was divided into a three-tiered system. United Countries: this was a land governed by the administration in Paris, and France's natural borders (i.e. the
Alps, the Rhine and the Pyrenees), as well as the states now subsumed in this government: Holland, Piedmont, Parma, the Papal States, Tuscany, the Illyrian provinces and much more of Italy. Including France, this total of 130 departments in 1811 - the height of the empire - with forty-four million people. Conquered country: a set of conquered countries,
although so-called independent, which were ruled by people approved by Napoleon (largely his parents or military commanders), designed to protect France from attack. The nature of these states diminished and sank with the wars, but included the Confederation of the Rhine, Spain, Naples, the Duchy of Warsaw and parts of Italy. As Napoleon developed
his empire, these came under greater control. Allied countries: The third level were entirely independent states that were purchased, often against his will, under Napoleon's control. During the Napoleonic Wars, Prussia, Austria and Russia were both enemies and unfortunate allies. The United and Conquered Countries formed the Great Empire; 1811, this
total of 80 million people. In addition, Napoleon redesigned Central Europe, and another empire ceased: the Holy Roman Empire was dissolved on August 6, 1806, never to return. The treatment of the states of the empire varied according to the length of time they were part of it and whether they were in the United Or conquered countries. It should be noted
that some historians reject the idea of time as a factor, and focus on the regions in which pre-Napoleonian events inclined them to be more receptive to Napoleon's changes. The States of the Countries Reunited before the Napoleonic era were fully departmentalized and saw the benefits of the revolution, with the end of feudalism (as it existed), as well as the
redistribution of land. The States of the United And conquered Countries received the Napoleonic Legal Code, the Concordat, the tax requirements and the administration based on the French system. Napoleon also created endowments. These were lands seized from conquered enemies where the entire income was given to Napoleon's subordinates,
presumably forever if the heirs remained faithful. In practice, they have been a huge drain on local economies: the Duchy of Warsaw has lost 20% of the revenue in endowments. The variation remained in the peripheral areas, and in some privileges survived throughout the time, unchanged by Napoleon. His introduction of his own system was less
ideologically motivated and more practical, and he would pragmatically accept survivals that the revolutionaries would have cut. His driving force was to stay in control. Nevertheless, we seeing the first republics slowly turn into more centralized states as Napoleon's reign developed and he envisioned more than one European empire. One factor in this was
the success and failure of the men Napoleon had placed in charge of the conquered lands -his family and his officers — because they varied greatly in their loyalty, sometimes proving more interested in their new land than helping their own despite in most cases because of everything to it. Most of Napoleon's clan appointments were poor local leaders, and
an exasperated Napoleon sought more control. Some of Napoleon's appointees were genuinely interested in liberal reforms and being loved by their new states: Beauharnais created a stable, loyal and balanced government in Italy and was very popular. Napoleon, however, prevented him from doing more, and often clashed with his other rulers: Murat and
Joseph failed with the constitution and the continental system in Naples. Louis in Holland rejected much of his brother's demands and was driven from power by an angry Napoleon. Spain, under the ineffective Joseph, could not have really gone any worse. In public, Napoleon was able to promote his empire by issuing laudatory objectives. This included
safeguarding the revolution against European monarchies and spreading freedom in oppressed nations. In practice, Napoleon was motivated by other motives, although their competing nature is still debated by historians. It is less likely that Napoleon began his career with a plan to govern Europe in a universal monarchy—a kind of Napoleon-dominated
empire that covered the entire continent—and more likely that he evolved into wanting that as the possibilities of war brought him more and more success, nurturing his ego and broadening his goals. However, the thirst for glory and the thirst for power— whatever power may be - seem to have been his over-concerned for much of his career. As parts of the
empire, the conquered states were supposed to help promote Napoleon's goals. The cost of the new war, with larger armies, meant more spending than ever before, and Napoleon used the empire for funds and troops: success financed more attempts at success. Food, equipment, goods, soldiers and taxes were all drained by Napoleon, much in the form of
heavy, often annual, tribute payments. Napoleon had another demand on his empire: thrones and crowns on which to place and reward his family and disciples. Although this form of patronage left Napoleon in control of the empire by keeping the leaders closely linked to him- although bringing close supporters to power did not always work, as in Spain and
Sweden - he also kept his allies happy. Great estates have been carved into the empire both to reward and to encourage beneficiaries to fight to keep the empire. However, all these appointments were said to think of Napoleon and France first, and their new second houses. The empire was created militarily and had to be applied He survived the failures of
Napoleon's nominations only as long as Napoleon won to support him. Once Napoleon failed, he was quickly able to eject him and many puppet chiefs, although administrations often remained intact. Historians have debated whether the empire could have lasted and whether Napoleon's conquests if it had been allowed to last, would have created a unified
Europe still dreamed of by many. Some historians have concluded that Napoleon's empire was a form of continental colonialism that could not have lasted. But in the process, as Europe adapted, many of the structures put in place by Napoleon survived. Of course, historians debate exactly what and how much, but new modern administrations could be
found throughout Europe. The empire created, in part, more bureaucratic states, better access to administration for the bourgeoisie, legal codes, limits to aristocracy and church, better tax models for the state, religious tolerance and secular control in the lands and roles of the Church. Roles.
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